We propose a model for the evolution of arbitrage-free futures prices under a regimeswitching framework. The estimation of model parameters is carried out using the hidden Markov filtering algorithms. Comprehensive numerical experiments on real financial market data are provided to illustrate the effectiveness of our algorithm. In particular, the model is calibrated with data from heat oil futures and its forecasting performance as well as statistical validity is investigated. The proposed model is parsimonious, self-calibrating and can be very useful in predicting futures prices.
Introduction
In recent years, there have been various deregulations occurring in the electricity, oil and natural gas markets. Apparently, prices of these commodities reflect financial risks that are borne out by the market participants (sellers and buyers). Such risks are important considerations when proposing a model for the price evolution of these commodities especially in designing energy derivative contracts.
The modelling of commodity futures prices and their underlying variables was studied by various authors in the light of various financial modelling considerations and objectives. Cortazar, et al. [8] proposed a multicommodity model for futures prices that allows the use of long-maturity futures prices available for one commodity to estimate futures prices of another commodity; Kalman filtering was used in the model estimation. Nakajima and Ohashi [26] put forward a commodity pricing model that incorporates the effect of linear relations among commodity spot prices, and provided a condition under which such linear relations represent cointegration; using crude oil and heating oil market data, Kalman filtering was also utilised to estimate the model parameters. In Antonio et al. [1] , the inclusion of jump components is carried out to explain the behaviour of oil prices; this, however, creates difficulties in the estimation of state variables, and so particle filters were applied instead of Kalman filters. Mirantes, et al. [25] formulated a generalised multi-factor model (n nonseasonal factors and m seasonal factors) for the stochastic behaviour of commodity prices, which nests the deterministic seasonal models; the seasonal factors are trigonometric components driven by random processes. A one-factor regime-switching model was developed in Chen and Forsyth [7] but the objective was to capture the risk-adjusted natural gas spot price dynamics; regression was used in model calibration using both market data on futures and options on futures. Back, et al. [2] conducted an extensive analysis covering samples of soybean, corn, heating oil and natural gas options, and provided evidence that seasonality in volatility is an important aspect to consider when valuing futures contracts; an appropriate seasonality adjustment significantly reduces pricing errors in these markets and yields more improvement in valuation accuracy than increasing the number of stochastic factors.
The contributions of this paper differ from the previous works mentioned above. We aim to address (i) the development of a model for the evolution of arbitrage-free futures prices suitable for valuation of commodity derivatives and (ii) provision of a regime-switching framework with HMM-based dynamic estimation for the modelling of multivariate commodity price time series along with the investigation of its various implementation issues.
Specifically, we propose an approach for the estimation of latent state variables in a model employed in futures pricing. The model is adapted from Manoliu and Tompaidis [24] under a framework that is consistent with no-arbitrage pricing. The methodology in [24] leads to a state-space formulation of the futures price model suited for Kalman filtering and maximum likelihood method. More specifically, the state variable for the spot and futures model is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process designed to capture mean-reversion and observed term structure of volatilities and correlation. Under this model, the futures prices are lognormally distributed. We start from a lognormal spot price process and derive a multivariate equation for futures prices. Instead of using a constant parameter (possibly multi-factor) mean-reverting process, we allow the model parameters to be modulated by a finite-state hidden Markov chain in discrete time. The parameters could then switch dynamically amongst economic regimes representing the interactions of various factors including mean-reversion and cyclical patterns (seasonality) in commodity prices.
The usual method of finding the maximum likelihood parameter estimates (MLEs) in conjunction with Kalman filtering is to numerically maximise the likelihood function. In Elliott and Hyndman [13] , a filter-based implementation of the expectation maximisation (EM) algorithm that can be used to find the MLEs is presented. Such an approach makes use of the change of measure technique to evaluate filters under an ideal measure and relate the calculations back to the real-world through the Bayes' theorem. In recent years, linear and non-linear filtering have found a large number of applications in finance. A recent survey of developments in this area along with various implementation details in the context of financial modelling is featured in Date and Ponomareva [9] .
Considering the multivariate nature of datasets for correlated futures prices, we utilise the filtering and estimation method for vector observations put forward in Erlwein, et al. [18] .
The novelty of this work stems from the utilisation of all possible price information from the futures market to obtain model parameters. Our estimation procedures are designed to suitably calculate the h−step ahead forecasts of various related financial variables. We formulate a model that is compatible with the framework of Erlwein, et al. [18] . This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the formulation of the model for the evolution of arbitrage-free futures prices. In section 3, the filtering algorithms for parameter estimation are outlined. We provide in section 4 a numerical implementation by applying the algorithms to a dataset of futures prices. We investigate the forecasting performance of our approach in predicting log returns and future prices. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in section 5.
Arbitrage-free evolution of futures prices
In this section, we provide a brief outline of the development of an arbitrage-free model of futures price dynamics. Modelling the arbitrage-free price evolution is essential to appropriately price securities in the commodity markets such as spread options. Specification of an arbitrage-free model is necessary to be consistent with the risk-neutral approach in pricing.
The development is based on reference [24] and the omitted proofs follow using a univariate version of Itô's lemma in a straightforward fashion.
We assume that the log-spot price ζ t follows a single-factor mean-reverting process under the risk neutral measure (or Q measure, in conventional notation), i.e.,
Here, α, κ and θ > 0 are assumed constants and W t is a Q-Wiener process. The spot price is considered to be a latent state, i.e., unobservable. We assume further that at each time prices of m futures are available with maturities T 1 , T 2 , · · · , T m . The price of the futures contract with maturity T i , at time t < min i (T i ), is denoted by F i (t) and can be written as
where we denote ζ T i by ζ i for notational brevity and use the fact that e ζ i is log-normal. Here, {F t } is the filtration generated by W t . This leads to a closed-form expression for
Our modelling formulation is consistent with the log-spot price modelling assumptions in Manoliu and Tompaidis's paper [24] . Under the assumption of no-arbitrage valuation, the benefits from holding the physical asset, called convenience yield, are reflected in the futures price (cf. Hull [22] ). Convenience yield in a commodity is analogous to a dividend in an asset that provides a known income; and dividends would naturally lead to a corresponding adjustment in the price of the underlying asset of a futures contract. Whilst we did not explicitly model the dynamics of the convenience yield as it is not the intent of this paper to quantify it, we see that it is implicitly taken into account through the log-spot price ζ in the closed-form expression for the futures price in equation (2) .
Furthermore, at a fixed time t, F i (t) can be an increasing or a decreasing function of maturity T i , depending on the choice of parameters, which can easily be seen from equation (2) . Futures prices decreasing (respectively, increasing) with maturity reflects backwardation (respectively, contango). Typically, being able to model both these situations adequately is a reason for modelling net convenience yield explicitly (possibly as a stochastic process). We can achieve a switch between the two situations in our framework through updating model parameters via self calibration as well as through regime switching, as will be made clear in the subsequent sections.
Next, we assume that the log-spot price follows a mean-reverting process under the objective measure (or P measure) given by
where W t is a P-Wiener process. Note that the arbitrage-free-market assumption is equivalent to the existence of a Q measure which is equivalent to the P measure, such that the futures price processes are martingales under Q measure. Further, this assumption is also equivalent to the existence of a price of risk process λ t such thatα −α = λ t θ holds. See Elliot, et al. [15] for the construction of a price of risk process λ t for a regime-switching linear Gaussian model, using double Esscher transform, for both continuous-time and discrete-time cases. In the present situation, we will use a discretised version of the above process with a discrete-time, finite-state Markov chain governing the regime switching; thus, the discussion in [15] remains applicable in our context. For the time being, we assume λ t =: λ to be a constant. We apply Itô's lemma to F i (t), using equations (2) and (3), which leads to the following arbitrage-free dynamics for log-futures price:
In the subsequent discussion, we shall assume that the parameters λ and θ are dependent on the current regime and regime-switching is allowed via a finite state hidden Markov chain.
However, the discussion on regime switching is postponed to section 3 and we will assume the parameters to be constant for the purpose of this section.
For calibration and forecasting purposes of a multivariate time series of futures prices, we use a moment-matching procedure to implement equation (4) 
where
and {z k } is a sequence of independent Gaussian random variables with zero mean and unit variance. The above discrete-time implementation preserves the exact distribution of log F i (t k+1 ), conditional on F k (i.e., information up to time t k ). Hence, it is preferred over more conventional Euler discretisation.
Although our formulation assumptions are similar to those in Manoliu and Tompaidis in [24] , our approach differs significantly. The work in [24] relies on modelling the latent spot price evolution explicitly and then using Kalman filtering methodology to extract this latent price. Single as well as multi-factor models are used in [24] and a non-parametric seasonality adjustment is suggested for forecasting. In our case, the spot price does not feature in the futures equation and is modelled only implicitly. We incorporate regime switching to allow for factors such as seasonality and use a self-calibrating filter which is adapted from Erlwein et al. [18] for our particular model structure. It will be demonstrated that a single-factor, two-regime model gives satisfactory results for a chosen dataset.
Our aim is to obtain estimates for the parameters λ, κ and θ along with the transition probabilities if any of these parameters are governed by a discrete-time finite-state Markov chain. We solve this problem in two steps:
1. Initial parameter estimation: In this step, we assume that the transition probability matrix is identity over the observed time series and identify the initial parameter estimates for λ, κ and θ by maximising the likelihood of the observed time series. Let these initial estimates be denoted by λ 0 , κ 0 and θ 0 , respectively. The details of this step are given in section 3.1.
2. Update of parameters and transition probabilities using a self-calibrating filter: To make the implementation tractable, we assign an appropriate fixed value for κ and hence, κ is assumed to be independent of the Markov chain. The estimates of λ and θ are updated using a self-calibrating filter. The implementation steps for this filter are derived in section 3.2.
3 Filtering and model parameter estimation
Initial estimates of parameters
To find the initial estimates of parameters, we assume that the system is operating in a single regime, i.e., the transition probability matrix for the Markov chain is identity. Suppose that data on futures prices is available for times k = 1, 2, . . . , n, from which a vector-valued time series of log returns, vec(y
In equation (5) 
For each futures maturity T i , we can therefore find estimates of the parameters λ, κ and θ by maximising the likelihood of observations, i.e., by solving the non-convex optimisation problem min λ,κ,θ>0
To find a common set of parameters λ, κ and θ which maximise the likelihood of observations for all futures with all available maturities (T 1 , T 2 , · · · , T m ) simultaneously, one may follow multi-objective optimisation approach and seek a set of parameters such that likelihood for any T i cannot be improved upon without decreasing the likelihood of observations for a different T i . As we are going to update the parameters using a self-calibrating filter later, we reject this numerically involved approach. Instead, a simpler approach is sought to obtain a set of parameters which minimise the sum of negative log likelihood of observations for all futures, i.e. we solve the following optimisation problem:
To obtain initial values, let {λ 0 , κ 0 , θ 0 } be any set of locally minimising arguments. In the succeeding dynamic estimation, i.e., updating, we shall keep κ fixed and assume that the remaining two parameters λ and θ depend on a finite-state Markov chain. The estimation and update of the transition probabilities of this Markov chain and values of other parameters corresponding to different states are discussed in the next section.
Derivation of self-calibrating filter
We reformulate the problem in the standard form used in the literature on regime-switching models; see, for example, Buffington (5) can be written as
Let x k be a finite-state homogeneous Markov chain in discrete time, i.e., k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . The semi-martingale representation of x k is given by
where Π is the transition probability matrix and k+1 is martingale increment. Our observation process is m−dimensional (one price observation for each maturity) and the component i follows the dynamics given in (12) . As mentioned earlier, z k are IID random variables which are also independent from the Markov chain x k driving the regime-switching dynamics of the mean and volatility parameters for each observation component.
To simplify considerably the algebra involved in the filtering equations, we associate the state space of x k with the canonical basis of IR N , which is the set of unit vectors e r , r = 1, 2, . . . , N and e r is a vector having 1 in its rth entry and 0 elsewhere. So in equation (12),
The notation ·, · is the usual scalar product and denotes the transpose of a vector.
To obtain the optimal estimates of x k using the observation process, we employ the change of reference probability technique. In this technique, we perform the calculations under P measure under which the observations y k 's are N (0, 1) IID sequence of random variables, and y k is independent from x k . Under the reference probability the Markov chain dynamics are unchanged. All components of the m−dimensional observation process have the same underlying Markov chain.
The change of reference probability in our framework utilises a discrete-time version of Girsanov's theorem. The real-world measure P , under which we observe our measurements, can be recovered from P through the construction of the Radon-Nikodym derivative
with φ being the N (0, 1) density. All parameters are dependent on the same Markov chain and react to the same underlying price information. In some sense, the components are correlated through the Markov chain. Whilst the noise terms for the individual components are uncorrelated, the correlation structure of the futures prices are encapsulated in each noise.
This simplification is made to make the model tractable.
We present the filter equations under a multivariate setting. Our goal is to provide adaptive filters for the estimates of the states and other auxiliary processes related to the Markov chain. Let F k be the filtration generated by the log-returns process y k . To find the conditional distribution of x k given F k under P , we write
by Bayes' theorem for conditional expectation. Let
The construction of c k along with equation (14) yields
We denote the conditional expectation under
The adaptive filters will enable the model parameters to adjust to current market conditions. We give the recursive filters for: (i) (J sr x) k , the process related to the Markov chain's jumps up to time k; (ii) (O r x) k , the process related to Markov chain's occupation time; and (iii) (T r (g)x) k , an auxiliary process related to x and for some function g.
The results for the recursive filters, which are modifications of those given in Erlwein, et al. [18] when there is only one uniform source of noise for each component of the observation vector, are presented in the Appendix. The Expectation-Maximisation (EM) algorithm is applied to calculate the optimal estimates of the model parameters. Such calculations result in expressions that involve the use of adaptive filters related to the Markov chain process provided in Proposition 1. Given the recursive filters in equations (16), (17), (18) and (19), the model parameters are updated every time new information arrives. Proposition 2 in the Appendix, whose proof is described in Erlwein, et al. [18] , gives the optimal parameter estimates computed using the EM algorithm in terms of the filters.
Given the estimates for q i k (x k ) via a self-calibrating filter, θ is found approximately using equation (8) Table 1 : Descriptive statistics for the log-returns of futures price for the entire dataset the adaptive filters. Note that this allows us to test as well the performance of our filters for contracts with very short-term maturity. This means that for this specific experiment, the observation vector contains 9 entries till the last trading day of November 2010, then 8 entries till the last trading day of December 2010, and so on until only one entry in July 2011. Table 1 show the descriptive statistics of the entire futures prices data given their maturities. In Tables 2 and 3 Tables 2 and 3 , where the sample moments are statistically different for the two non-overlapping periods.
Numerical implementation
Indeed, the log-returns of our multivariate data undergo regime changes in mean and volatility levels. To model such regime-switching behaviour, we assume that for every maturity 
corresponding to each maturity date T i .
Computing initial parameter estimates
As mentioned in subsection 3.1, we first assume that the system operates under a one-regime setting. This allows us to find starting values λ 0 , κ 0 and θ 0 . To simplify the implementation, we assume that κ is constant. Thus, using κ(t) = κ 0 for all time t > 0, the evolution of the process λ t is derived under the multi-regime modelling set-up. This would in turn update θ t given an estimate of f i as shown in equation (6).
Whilst we made the assumption that κ is constant to achieve simplicity in the implementation, such assumption is actually justified empirically. That is, κ appears not to depend on a Markov chain and remains constant through time for any quantity of regimes. We found that if the size of the data used to estimate the initial parameters is varied, both λ 0 and θ 0 change but κ appears stable. As it is computationally intensive to calculate starting values of λ, κ, θ for various combinations of window sizes for our dataset, we randomly select a few sub-dataset samples from the original data and then use these samples to estimate initial values. The processing of data via a moving lag window is discussed in subsection 4.2. Our numerical results show that there is not much perturbation in the estimated κ values. This indeed supports the assumption that κ can be taken as constant; see Table 4 .
Following the calculation of the initial parameters of the model outlined in section 3.1, we first solve the minimisation problem in (11) using a standard function fminsearch in MATLAB. The built-in algorithm in fminsearch is quite fast, but it provides arguments which minimise the function in (11) only locally. Since this function exhibits fluctuating behaviour, we have to deal with many local extreme points. This implies that one has to search for a global minimum at least within a reasonably big subset of IR 3 . We observed that the function fminsearch always finds an extreme point which is closest to the initial value supplied. A subset of IR 3 for the space of the initial values is therefore considered and a minimum point in that space is determined. The results of our estimations for five sub-dataset samples are displayed in Table 4 and again, it is clear that the assumption of a constant κ is reasonable. In our HMM filtering implementation, we set κ = 0.00057, being the average of the calculated initial values for κ 0 . It has to be noted that the parameter 
Implementation of self-calibrating filters
The HMM filtering algorithms were implemented with a moving lag window of various time Each moving lag window for our filtering is assessed on the basis of goodness-of-fit metric, which is the root mean square error (RMSE). The model corresponding to a given number of regimes and moving lag window with the lowest RMSE is deemed as the most appropriate for the dataset. The results of our RMSE computations are summarised in Tables 5 and 6 for the one-regime and two-regime settings, respectively. The starting values of q are uniform for all regimes as these do not affect the convergence of the filtering algorithms.
Given any number of regimes, a pattern emerges from Tables 5-6 Table 7 : Likelihood-based model selection analysis trends of the transition probability matrix. In some instances, it has constant zeros and ones especially for models with low number of states. But starting values for parameters f and q can be chosen randomly. The only restriction for the initial values is to obtain convergence in the first iteration of the filtering algorithm. These starting values for f i and q i cannot be either too small or too large. Working with simulated data, we also found that that algorithm converges faster to the "true" values provided the number of regimes is chosen correctly. In our case, the numerical implementation of filters under the two-regime model yields the most stable parameter estimates.
Discussion of numerical results
The initial parameters were estimated using random subsets of the whole data focusing on the first 6 months. The HMM filtering algorithms were implemented to the remaining datasets with a moving window of four time steps to obtain estimated values of f i and q i for one-, two-and three-regime models. The evolution of transition probabilities is depicted in Figure   1 . For the contract with longest maturity (expiry of 29 July 2011), the plots of f and q are exhibited in Figure 2 , and they behave as expected. Considering that the data corresponds to the period when the economy was slowly recovering from the subprime financial crisis, we observed as anticipated, slowly decaying values of mean levels and constant behaviour after that period. A similar pattern for volatilities is obtained and there is a relatively big uncertainty at earlier periods but they leveled off not too long after a certain point. From the graph of f (Figure 2a ) under one-regime framework, it is noticeable that the "true" values of f i s are always underestimated.
To evaluate the statistical significance of the RMSE values, we perform an F test. The estimated value of the F statistic for the comparison of RMSEs between one-and two-regime models is higher than the quantile value of the F distribution based on a 95% confidence level where the p-value is 3.91×10 −7 . For the comparison of RMSEs between two-and threeregime models, the p-value is 3.57 × 10 −11 . Hence, there is merit in using a regime-switching framework. Considering that a two-state setting produces the best RMSE in Table 6 , we conclude that the two-state Markov switching model is the most appropriate for our data.
This is further backed up by a likelihood-based selection criterion. The popular criterion for model selection is the Akaike information criterion (AIC). However, it is argued in Schwartz [27] that AIC may underestimate the optimal number of parameters, and thus, the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) is proposed as a robust alternative. The BIC metric is given
where L is the likelihood function, d is the number of parameters in a model and b is the number of datapoints, respectively. The main idea is to choose the model with the highest BIC value. From Table 7 , the BIC analysis, which combines goodness-of-fit criterion and penalty for model complexity, indicates that the two-regime model is the best given the dataset examined in this paper. In particular, there are theoretical problems concerning the consistency of the estimator (i.e., asymptotic level of the test) since the regularity conditions are not satisfied under the null hypothesis; thus, the chi-square theory underpinning the LRT does not apply, see Gassiat and Keribin [19] . This is further substantiated in Chen, et al. [4] and Chen, et al. [5] ,
where it is explicitly stated that the required LRT's regularity conditions are not fulfilled under mixture problems. In fact, it is also asserted in Chen and Kalbfleish [6] that the asymptotic properties of likelihood ratio statistics for testing the number of subpopulations are complicated and difficult to establish. So, whilst there are modified LRTs (with elaborate implementation requirements) tailored to regime-switching models, we opted to keep the model selection assessment simple by adhering to the BIC-based evaluation.
Finally, as can be seen from equation (6), the evolution of the market price of risk λ through time and maturity can be inferred and constructed once the estimates of other parameters are fully determined. Our numerical implementation with the use of the HMM filtering techniques and estimation of initial parameter values produce the λ dynamics given in Figure 4 .
Prediction performance
The futures prices are treated as a 10-dimensional observation process, which includes contracts that mature from October 2010 onwards. The data up to 19 th June 2009 (i.e., first 6 months as stated in subsection 4.3) is used for initial parameter estimation and is excluded from the one step ahead prediction. The prediction can be viewed as an 'out-of-sample' prediction (since κ is fixed after the initial parameter estimation). From equation (12), we have the dynamics of the vector process of price returns y i k = ln
Therefore, the one-step ahead forecasts for
is obtained through the forecast equation
wherex k is the estimate for the unconditional distribution of the Markov chain. We utilise the estimates of f i t k (r) and q i t k (r) to get one-step ahead forecasts for F i t k+1
. The results are shown in Figure 5a . To complement the RMSE metrics in Tables 5 and 6 , the criteria in Hyndman and Koehler [23] in assessing the goodness of fit of the one-step ahead forecasts are adopted. The mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), median absolute percentage error (MdAPE) and median relative absolute error (MdRAE), for the 1-, 2-and 3-state HMM-based models are evaluated. The models are compared using these three criteria. The results of this error analysis are presented in 
Further out-of-sample forecasting
As indicated in the beginning of this section, a one-step ahead prediction exercise using the data collected after 28 October 2010 was conducted. The new results are reported in Table   9 and show that they do not differ qualitatively from those given in Table 8 Since we are dealing with a multivariate dataset, it is worth emphasising that the values for the RMSE, MAPE, MdAPE and MdRAE in Table 8 are the average RMSEs, MAPEs, MdAPEs and MdRAEs, respectively, for 10 error vectors. In a similar manner, the error measures in Table 9 were obtained by considering 9 error vectors. Table 9 : Further error analysis for observations after 28 October 2010 until 28 July 2011
Conclusion
In this paper, we performed an integration of various modelling ideas to model the evolution of arbitrage-free futures prices. In particular, the initialised one-state model gives poor prediction, whilst the use of a multi-state regime switching model will necessitate finding the rate of mean reversion κ using a mechanism other than direct self calibration. A calibration of a multiple regime model with a good prediction performance is possible only through a combination of the two calibration methodologies as elaborated in sections 3.1 and 3.2. We provided an approach and algorithms capable of providing parameter estimates for an arbitrage-free commodity futures price model. Given a dataset of futures prices, the recovery of parameter estimates is carried out under the assumption that parameters shift dynamically according to the state of the economy modulated by a hidden Markov chain.
To illustrate the numerical feasibility of our approach, we focused on two-and three-regime switching modelling frameworks. We detailed the solution of determining appropriate initial parameter values by considering an approximation to a non-convex optimisation problem.
Assumptions on the model parameters are verified empirically. Self-calibrating HMM filtering algorithms are then able to produce dynamic parameter estimates reflecting the switching of economic regimes. The performance of the model is deemed adequate based on the analysis of one-step ahead forecasts and the accompanying post-model diagnostics. We benchmarked our results with those from the one-state setting and both the goodness-of-fit and information criterion metrics validate the merits of using a model with regime-switching feature.
Although the focus of our application is on daily data, we experimented as well on weekly data (say, Wednesday's prices). The parameter estimates as expected would change but the trends of the volatilities and drifts as depicted by their graphs remain the same. The plots of the transition probabilities have similar decaying behaviour as in Figure 1 . Nevertheless, their evolution through algorithm steps is different. We observed that the near terminal probability values would still approach the 0.6 and 0.4 limits. The relationship of this research with the existing recent works on modelling commodity
futures price under some model characteristics is summarised in Table 10 . Note that our method may also be employed for modelling the futures price evolution of other commodities such metals, agricultural products and raw materials. The proposed model is shown to be very parsimonious, with a two-regime one-factor model, which provides adequate performance in one step ahead out-of-sample forecasting on 10 measurement variables, having only 6 free parameters and no non-parametric seasonality adjustments. The algorithms proposed in this paper provides a very useful alternative to the existing methods of futures price modelling and forecasting. Accurate forecasting of commodity futures prices has important implications in various financial modelling applications such as the pricing of commodity spread options and calculation of quantile risk measures of commodity futures portfolios.
